The 2nd Annual Korean Speech Competition

Friday, March 24th
1:00pm
Wang Center Lecture Hall #2

1:00 Speech Competition and Talent Show
2:30 Announcements and Refreshments

The Center for Korean Studies presents a speech contest in Korean. This is a special event for students who are taking or have taken Korean language courses at Stony Brook University. It aims to bring students studying Korean language on campus together and provide them with a chance to share their cultural and linguistic experiences through speech performances.

To register, email jamillah.rodriguez with your entry level and script no later than March 3rd.

GUIDELINES:
1. Individual entries only.
2. Two categories (A. Beginner, B. Intermediate+). Students may challenge themselves by competing in a higher level, but nobody is permitted to enter in a level lower than the most recent class they have attended.
3. Speech Time: 3-5 minutes
4. Topic: All participants must develop an interesting topic.
5. Speeches must be memorized and performed verbally. Each performance should not exceed a maximum of 5 minutes.
6. Performances will be judged on:
   - Level of Communication with the Audience
   - Completeness of Performance
   - Fluency

PRIZES!

ONE $400 대상

TWO $200 예쁜 우리말상

TWO $200 감동상

TWO $200 웃음상

Sponsored by
Ssambap Korean BBQ